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Abstract
帝ヽアe deduce magneto―elastic constants in the ordered state by means of the mean lield
approxilnation,arising froni exchange interactions dependent on distances between spins  The
constant constitutes tttro parts,in、vhich one includes the square of sublattice rnagnetization and
other does the prOduct of the square of the magnetization and the staggered susceptibility  lt
is denoted that the contribution Of both parts to the constants varies according to the magnetic
system
1. Introduction
ヽヽ/e derived the exchange striction in previous paperl)denoted by Ref.l  Silnilar rnethod
can lead magneto―elastic constants.
Elastic constants of rnagnetic substances have been lneasured by rnany authors2～8).  There
are many reports9'1°)related them、、アi  the critical phenomena,  Ho、vever, it seems that the
variation for all temperatures is not explained theoreticaHy enough
We use the mean lield approxirnation, so say, the molecular neld one.  The theory can
explain magneto―elas ic behaviors for temperatures belo、v the transition point quahtatively
ln next section we give the theory.  In section 3 we discuss the result and compare it with
experirnental results
2. Theory
ヽヽ「e here repeat a httle part in Ref l to clear the idea_  We use the same Heisenberg
HaHliltonian for locahzed magnetic ions to Ref l,
汀=ΣΣ′デ伽Sιo S″.               (1)
It is supposed that the magnetic syste■l has a sp n only in the unit ce■,that is,one kind of spin.
In Eq(1),the summation with the prim is to include all spin sites except夕%=′in the unit
volume and one without it is carryed out over an sites in the same space  The exchange
interaction bet、veen the ′'th spin and the ,夕2'  spin is -2デι7Sι・S7..  It is important in our
consideration that the exchange constantデι″depends on the i er―atonlic distance for any spin
pair_  ヽヽ/e investigate magneto―elastic effects due to the exchange interactions dependent on
the distance in the mean field approxirnation
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